SCHOLA CANTORUM SINGS HERE
Glee Clubs on Concert Tour

Mary E. Moore, News Reporter

Debaters Close Season At Northwestern Tourney

The debate season closed with the Northwestern Debate Tournament last week. The results of the debates in which the C.S.T.C. students took part are as follows: Evelyn Morgenroth, Margaret Becker won five and lost three; Iris Precourt and Ruth Stelter won one and lost seven; Roy Arndt and Donald Koruts won two and lost six.

Wanta have some fun? ... Open your lips? • • • • •

SCALING THE LADDER IN MARCHING MEN OF SONG

In 1885, students "always lifted their hats to the professor." In 1905, the usual greeting was, "How do you do?"

If you'd like to know approximately how much money a professor makes, according to insurance actuaries tables, all you have to do is subtract your present age from 80, multiply the result by 7, and divide the result by 10. (If you're over 70, subtract your age from 80.)

Another "drunk" joke that I can't resist passing along:

Judge: "And who was driving the car when you collided with the truck?"
Stew: (Triumphantly), "Nobody! We were all in the back seat."

There's a sign in a Texas cafe which says, "Use sugar and then... we don't mind the noise."

Shudder for the future... Here's the evolution of collegiate greeting as summarized by a professor of the Oberlin College (Springfield, Ohio).

In 1851, students "always lifted their hats to the professor."

In 1918, it became a single "Hello!"

Today? It's "Good morning!"

A feature of the program is the sale of tickets. Price of admission will be fifty cents for adults and twenty-five cents for students.

A patron asked the newboy what his price was.

"What's your price?"

"Ten dollars, sir."

"That's too much money."

"That's my price and that's what I'm going to charge."

"All right, I'll take it."

The patron shook his head and went his way. Some weeks later the same man was in the same car. "Well," he said to the newboy, "I see you disposed of your dog recently."

"Yes," was the answer.

"Fifty thousand dollars."

"Yes," took a couple of $25,000 cats...
"WAR AIMS AND PEACE AIMS . . ."

"WAR AIMS are short term aims, peace aims are long term aims. The war aims of the two great belligerents are identical. The British aim is to "enlarge the Empire"; the German aim is to "destroy the British Empire." Hitlerism is a philosophy and program which is to the great majority of the American people. The same majority does not wish to see the British Empire destroyed. Hence they share the war aims of Britain and hope for a British victory. It is through peace aims that we can be victorious. It is through peace aims that the people will be able to afford arms to the subjugated states. It may be unreasonable to expect a detailed blueprint for a world order to follow a successful war. That will be determined by the course of events. Moreover, a detailed program offered now only more likely to arouse conflicts of opinion with resulting resentments that would unquestionably lessen the spirit of unity and the will to victory which are necessary. It was necessary for the German leaders to announce an official view because of the importance of the decisions of some nations. The decisions of many individuals and many groups have discussed and the published the peace terms that should be realized in the event of British victory. This is also necessary for the peace aims of the subjugated states."

"These views vary from those of extreme conservatives to those of extreme radicals. The former want a return to the STATUS QUO ANTE BELLUM in international relations. This means to revert to the international situation which prevailed before the war. The latter are competing commercial for world trade and perhaps engaging in friendly conflict. They object to the power of the German people. They do not approve of the terms of the peace settlements. They are for the protection of the subjugated states."

"In all probability the return to health and sanity will be a painful slow process. The trend of most thinking at present is in the direction of federation, but in all probability it will be a very loose form of federation in which the great powers will agree to abide by the decisions of certain central councils. This central council will probably be a group of states, each state having a single vote, and an international police force to maintain order and the world. In determining the policies of the program, I would like to see the program be met by a determination to secure for every individual a decent standard of living, unquestionably to be earned, but also to be guaranteed by the State."

"The statements who will construct the peace must consider in the light of lessons of experience and from the standpoint of reason and common sense what is practicable politically, economically, and psychologically. One cannot jump from anarchy to dictatorship and democracy. The only reasonable thing to do is to establish a marriage of dictatorship and democracy. In all probability the return to health and sanity will be a painful slow process. The trend of most thinking at present is in the direction of federation, but in all probability it will be a very loose form of federation in which the great powers will agree to abide by the decisions of some central councils. This central council will probably be a group of states, each state having a single vote, and an international police force to maintain order and the world."

Ed Note: This department is conducted for the purpose of stimulating the expression of advanced thought among students of the faculty members of the college. The right of editing and restricting contributions is reserved.

"Nothing by Nobody."

Ed Note: If prizes were offered to the student who writes the most interesting, the most thoughtful, a great deal of research and preparation, and an international police force to maintain law and order in the world. In determining the policies of the program, I would like to see the program be met by a determination to secure for every individual a decent standard of living, unquestionably to be earned, but also to be guaranteed by the State."

"The statements who will construct the peace must consider in the light of lessons of experience and from the standpoint of reason and common sense what is practicable politically, economically, and psychologically. One cannot jump from anarchy to dictatorship and democracy. The only reasonable thing to do is to establish a marriage of dictatorship and democracy. In all probability the return to health and sanity will be a painful slow process. The trend of most thinking at present is in the direction of federation, but in all probability it will be a very loose form of federation in which the great powers will agree to abide by the decisions of some central councils. This central council will probably be a group of states, each state having a single vote, and an international police force to maintain order and the world."

The Smiths were only in the car for a short while before they realized that they were lost. They had driven quite far and were now lost in a new area. They decided to turn around and try to find their way back to the hotel. However, they were not very good drivers and ended up getting further and further away from their destination. It was getting dark and they were worried about getting stuck in the area. They decided to stop and ask for directions from the locals. They were very helpful and showed them the right way back to the hotel. The Smiths were grateful for their help and arrived safely back at their hotel.

The students were excited about the trip to the museum. They had been studying art history for weeks and were eager to see the real thing. They arrived at the museum and were immediately impressed by the exhibits. They spent the day exploring different sections and learning about the history of art. They even had the opportunity to ask the museum staff questions and learn more about the pieces on display. It was a great day and they left with a newfound appreciation for art.
Hawks Win Title; NYA Team Ties Independents

The Intramural basketball champions were crowned in the two college leagues last Thursday night when the season came to a close.

By defeating the Flashes 23 to 10 in their final game, the Hawks cinched the National League championship. They played steady ball and dominated the game and their only defeat was administered by the Bandits.

The Log Rollers came through with an unexpected 21-19 victory over the previously undefeated NYA and the scoring enabled the Independents to gain a tie for the league lead. A playoff game to decide the championship will be played this afternoon in the Training School Gym, between these two leaders. As the result of their previous decisive victory over the Independents in the regular league play, the NYA boys will be favorites to top the title.

Milwaukee Team Trips

The Stevens Point NYA team, made up of C.S.T.C. cagers, dropped a hard fought decision to the defending champion Allen Bradley five of Milwaukee.

The Allen Bradleys have won three straight games and last year, at Denver, they reached the quarter-finals in the keen competition there.

The score changed hands several times throughout the contest. Near the season, the point game had a four point lead. This was wiped out by three quick baskets by the Bradleys. During the first half, the Pointers missed seven free throws and trailed at the half 17-16.

The Pointers came back and finished the second half with a 22-point lead. Pete Terzynski paced the Pointers with 20 points on 8 field goals and 4 free throws. He also held the noted Ken Buchler, Milwaukee star, to one field goal.

The C.S.T.C. cagers averaged 54 points per game and their opponents averaged 42 points. In nineteen games the Pointers amassed 980 points while the opposition scored 763 points.

The championship Milwaukee Green Gulls averaged 53 points a game and outscored their opponents 887 to 612 in sixteen games.

The NTSC cagers picked Ray Warren on their all-team squad. Ray and Capt. Peter Terzynski received honorable mention. The Purple and Gold cagers deserve a lot of credit for their season's play. Besides winning sixteen games out of 19 and finishing second in the conference, falling to the ills of the Allen Bradleys, the boys entered the State A.A.U. meet and did exceptionally well. Representing the Stevens Point NYA, our boys beat the Kenosha Vicoms 60 to 49 in their first game and then lost a very close game to the Allen Bradleys who won the state championship for the fourth successive year. The Bradleys reached the quarter-finals in the national meet last year, Pete Terzynski showed the boys a thing or two in shooting by scoring forty three points in two games.

Here is our all-conference selections which were picked after a thorough checkup.

First Team Second Team
P. Terzynski, C.S.T.C. F. D. Trott, White
K. Buchler, Mil. F. B. Speeg, Goh
R. Warren, C. S. T. G. N. K. Mullen, Mil.
R. Terzynski, G. Mil. R. Terzynski, C.S.T.C
D. Raschig, Goh. G. J. Storrs, Plat

Schwieters Tops Kegler’s Scoring Thursday Night

With only nine games remaining to be played in the S. C. C. Bowling League the Schwieters Rock Garden continues to lead the circuit. They hold a five game lead over the Independents who are in second place and can cinch the championship tomorrow night by taking three straight games from their second place rivals.

The Independents defeated the Faculty Team No. 2 two out of three last Thursday night at the South Side Alleys. In the other games bowlled the Phi Sigma took two games from the leading Rock Garden’s and the last place Faculty Team No. 11 outfit dressed the United Cardinals twice in their three game series.

Fred Schwieters was the high man for the evening. The "Independents" star topped the pins for scores of 201-188 and 200 for a total score of 589. Louis Plassky sent the pins sprawling for marks of 160-213 and 165 for 557 score. Bob Backer came through with a 520 score to earn third place honors. He rolled games of 182-168 and 170. Jim Bagnell posted the highest single game score of the evening when a 225 game was put beside his name.

League Standings Pin
Rock Garden... 25 11 841
Independents 20 16 745
Phi SIGS 19 17 769
United SIGS 19 17 750
Faculty No. 19 17 782

Games Tomorrow Night
Alleys 1 & 2 Rock Gardens vs. Independents
Alleys 3 & 4 Faculty 1 vs Faculty II 74
Alleys 3 & 6 Phi SIGS vs United SIGS + 15

BOWL FOR HEALTH
On 18 ABC certified lanes
Under Air Conditioned Environment.
5 Alleys at 15c per lane
Begger Bowling Arcade
South Side
Phone 1380

QUALITY and SERVICE at the right prices
FISHER’S DAIRY
No account is too small, none or too large for the

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Capital & Surplus $177,000.00
Largest in Portage County
ORGANIZATIONS

LUThERAN STUDENTS
The L.S.A. enjoyed a fine program at its regular meeting last Thursday evening. The meeting was held in Studio A with Miss Gertie Hanson as the speaker and program guide. Miss Hanson took the group on a voyage through Norway by means of records. Humorous, as well as educational, the program was well presented and very much enjoyed.

A short business meeting during which a social gathering was planned preceded the program. The social which will be in the form of an outdoor hike has been set tentatively for March 16. Watch the bulletin board for further details.

BERENS BARBER SHOP
YOUR HAIRCUT MUST BE PERFECT.
THREE CHAIRS
Sport Shop Building

Welsby's DRY CLEANING
PROMPT SERVICE
Phone 688

MAIN STREET FOOD MARKET
Generally Better Always the Best
Phone 1526
Free Delivery

GuARANTEE HARDWARE
STEVeNS POINT

GRAMMAR ROUND TABLE
Grammar Round Table met Monday evening in Mr. Watson's room. After a short business meeting, Bob Vennie gave a highly interesting talk on Camp Chick- agamie for boys, and Camp Nawaka for girls, summer camps in Pennsylvania, and presented a colored film.

Mr. Watson gave a thought-stimulating speech on "Democratic Government and The American Way of Life" in relationship to present day changes. He traced the historical development of our government from its origin and commented on recent governmental trends. He also stated that we are in the midst of a revolution to decide which of two philosophies of government is to endure.

GAMMA DELTA
Gamma Delta met Thursday evening at the St. Paul's Lutheran Church. Dorothy Beversdorf led the discussion on "Evolution: A gift in the form of a memorandum to Walter Jacobson was contributed to the Lutheran Hour.

BELKE LUMBER & MFG. CO.
Lumber, Millwork & Building Material
247 N. 2nd St. Phone 1304

GUARANTEE HARDWARE
STEVeNS POINT

ZENG'S GROCERY
Complete Line of Groceries, Ice Cream, School Supplies
Also The Famous RAWLEIGH PRODUCTS

GENIUS.... is perfection in technique plus something else.

GOOD PRINTING .... is the product that fine craftsmen produce in a well equipped plant.

Our experience in printing and helping you plan your school annuials and other publications is at your service.

WORZALLA PUBLISHING COMPANY
PHONE 267

A little minute is long enough for a big rest when you drink an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola. It brings a feeling of complete refreshment...completely satisfying. So when you pause throughout the day, make it the pause that refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola.

WORLD'S BEST
Drink Coca-Cola.
Delicious and Refreshing
YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

We serve to serve again
Lippner's
POINT CAFE
and Colonial Room
OPEN 24 HOURS

JACOBS & RAABE
JEWELRY — MUSIC — RADIO
Expert Watch Repairing
111 Water St. Phone 102

A. L. SHAFTON & CO.
Distributors
Finest Canned Foods and Fresh Produce

J. L. HANAWAY, O. D.
STEVENS-POINT, WISCONSIN

A good plan... pause and
Turn to Refreshment

Another 500 lb. shipment of freshly shelled walnuts received. These fine walnut meats are being offered at 39¢ per pound or 5 pounds for $1.85.

Delivery anywhere—anytime.

YOUR PLACEMENT PROBLEM
solved without unnecessary expense. Test this agency — Be Convinced. Teachers Application Handbook with enrollment. Write

SUMMERS SCHOOL SERVICE
910 Lumber Ex. Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
"Your Friendly Teachers' Agency"

YOUR PLACEMENT PROBLEM
solved without unnecessary expense. Test this agency — Be Convinced. Teachers Application Handbook with enrollment. Write

SUMMERS SCHOOL SERVICE
910 Lumber Ex. Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
"Your Friendly Teachers' Agency"